Still Doing Life
22 Lifers, 25 Years Later
Photographs and Interviews of People
Serving Life Sentences in Prison,
Separated by a Quarter Century
A Project by Howard Zehr & Barb Toews
__________________________________________________________________
Core Exhibition Narrative: Still Doing Life: 22 Lifers, 25 Years Later is a
publication (published in March 2022 by The New Press) and an exhibition
by Howard Zehr and Barb Toews consisting of 22 interviews and pairs of
photographs taken 25 years apart of individuals serving life without the
possibility of parole sentences in Pennsylvania prisons.
Core Exhibition Contents: 22 high quality prints on durable, lightweight
canvas (unframed, unmounted) featuring side by side portraits and
excerpts of interviews conducted with each individual the year the portrait
was taken. Portraits taken in the early 1990s are black and white, while
portraits taken in 2017 are in full color.
- Prints Available in Two Sizes: 3’x3’ or 2’x2’
- Prints Available to Travel as Full Set, or as Excerpts of Full Set
- Prints Are Wall-to-Wall Insured Under Organizing Gallery’s Policy
Shipping and Installation: The prints may be rolled and shipped in a tube
or box that also includes hanging hardware. Prints are hung using
magnetic tacks (nails with magnetic heads) hammered directly into wall
with corresponding magnets directly on top of white margin of print.
Double-sided tape may also be applied to the four corners of prints to
keep artwork snug against the wall.

Artwork Samples

Additional Exhibition Elements: In addition to the canvas prints,
exhibitors have the option to include: up to three, pre-designed
informational text panels including (1) an overview and introduction to
the project written by Zehr & Toews, (2) information on mass incarceration
and life without possibility of parole sentencing, and (3) an overview of
restorative justice practice and philosophy. Exhibitors may also to chose to
include video of a 50-minute long interview with the authors conducted
by the Pennsylvania Oﬃce of Victim Advocates (media player and other AV
equipment provided, exhibitor must provide their own tv monitor), as well
as physical copies of the print publication Still Doing Life.
Project History: The exhibition version of Still Doing Life debuted in June
2022 at the Free Library of Philadelphia (installation images available upon
request). The exhibition and its tour is supported by an Art For Justice
grant and is managed by Vox Populi Gallery (a Philadelphia-based nonprofit arts organization) and The New Press.
For More Info: Visit StillDoingLife.com or email StillDoingLife@Gmail.com

